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POSITION DESCRIPTION 
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5. Subject to Identical Addition (IA) Action 
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6. Position Specifications 7. Financial Statement Required 
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BUS: - -
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Grade:       
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   SES

13. Duty Station

14. Employing Office Location 
Exempt

16. Cybersecurity Code 
   #2:    -   -                     #3:   -   -                       

17. Competitive Area Code: 

18. Classified/Graded by Official Title of Position    Pay Plan Occupational Code Grade   Initial    Date 

a. Department, Bureau, or Office 

b. Second Level Review 

19. Organizational Title of Position (if different from, or in addition to, official title) 20. Name of Employee (if vacant, specify)

21. Department, Agency, or Establishment 
U.S. Department of the Interior 

c. Third Subdivision 

d. Fourth Subdivision 

e. Fifth Subdivision 

22. Supervisory Certification. I certify that this is an accurate statement of the major duties and responsibilities of this position and its organizational relationships and that the position 
is necessary to carry out Government functions for which I am responsible.  This certification is made with the knowledge that this information is to be used for statutory purposes relating to, 
but not limited to:  FLSA determinations; position sensitivity and requirements; and appointment/payment of public funds.  False or misleading statements may constitute violations of such 
statutes or their implementing regulations. 

a. Typed Name and Title of Immediate Supervisor b. Typed Name and Title of Higher-Level Supervisor or Manager (optional)

Date Date

23. Classification/Job Grading Certification. I certify that this position has been
classified/graded as required by Title 5, U.S. Code, in conformance with standards published by the 
U.S. Office of Personnel Management or, if no published standards apply directly, consistently with 
the most applicable published standards. 

24. Position Classification Standards Used in Classifying/Grading Position 

Typed Name and Title of Official Taking Action 

Date

25. Position Review   Initials  Date Initials Date 

a. Supervisor Information for Employees. The standards, and information on their application, are 
available in the personnel office. The classification of the position may be reviewed and 
corrected by the agency or the U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Information on 
classification/job grading appeals, and complaints on exemption from FLSA, is available from 
the personnel office or the U.S. Office of Personnel Management. 

b. Classifier 

26. Remarks
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DOI Standard PD  
PD# DE01600 

Classification: Forestry Technician, GS-462-9 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This position is located in an operating office within a bureau or equivalent organization within 
the Department of the Interior (DOI). The primary purpose of the position is to perform a variety 
of technical forestry work in support of forestry programs and activities.  
 
MAJOR DUTIES 

Performs any or all of the following, or similar duties: 
 
Plans and implements technical projects and performs leadership duties in support of forestry 
program activities. 
 
Drafts public and press releases on routine forestry program activities, conducts meetings/open 
houses on common forestry program proposals for public review of projects and impact 
assessment for National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance, coordinating and 
collaborating with interest groups and other agencies to assure consideration of mutual interests 
and reduction of impacts, evaluating public and other input for environmental assessment 
purposes and to report to and advise management on public concerns, opportunities, and 
alternatives. 
 
Interprets field examination data and makes preliminary treatment recommendations for harvest, 
post-harvest, and timber stand improvement projects. Participates in interdisciplinary team 
meetings and develops silvicultural prescriptions. 
 
Provides input into forest development budget plans. Designs, prepares, and administers standard 
forest development projects including site preparation, reforestation, seedling protection, 
precommercial thinning and fertilization, vegetation management and stand conversion. 
 
Devises and applies effective wind, fire, mortality, sanitation salvage, and thinning solutions to 
cruising and appraisal problems.   
 
Performs on-the-ground technical evaluations of forest and woodland products sale program 
activities to determine compliance with established policies, standards and procedures, and 
program objectives and priorities. Prepares reports and initiates corrective actions, including 
changes in management direction or operating procedures. 
 
Collects data during field examination of forest stands and compiles data and updates inventory 
records. 
 
Investigates and initiates reports of unauthorized use including affected site examination and 
preliminary determination of the extent of damages. Recommends actions to resolve issues and 
began rehabilitation. 
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Coordinates pre-inventory mapping by preliminary delineation in geographic information 
systems (GIS).  Initiates and conducts inventory surveys according to accepted standards and 
techniques.  Reviews data for technical accuracy.  Summarizes and evaluates data and makes 
recommendations on specific areas for resource planners.  
 
Maintains qualifications for Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) or Project Inspector 
(PI) in order to supervise project construction, monitor contract compliance, and/or approve 
project completion.  Maintains Program Officer (PO) training to administer assistance 
agreements with cooperators. 
 
Serves as a crew leader for various forestry projects. Organizes, schedules, and executes work 
crew assignments; documents work progress; and ensures each project is properly completed and 
recorded. Reports on status of work to supervisor and ensures all record keeping is complete and 
accurate. Reports to supervisor on the performance and progress of crew members. Provides 
advice, assistance, and training to lower graded technicians involved in various projects, as 
necessary. 
 
Performs other related duties as assigned. 
 
Factor Levels: 
Factor 1 - Knowledge Required by the Position             FL1-6 - 950 points 
 
Knowledge of the technical methods and procedures, management practices, DOI and bureau 
policies and programs, and an extensive familiarity with the technical methods and practices of 
forestry sufficient to design, coordinate, and execute a variety of complete conventional projects 
when the projects are well precedented in scientific literature and within the organization's 
technical and administrative guides but require the exercise of judgment based on critical 
analysis and evaluation of project objectives, past practices, source materials, alternatives among 
available work processes, and recognition of the intended use of completed work. 
 
Practical knowledge of a wide range of technical forestry methods, principles, requirements, and 
practices and skill in applying evaluative methods and techniques sufficient to advise on and/or 
resolve difficult but well-precedented, factual, procedural, and/or recurring issues; prepare 
reports on findings and recommendations; make informed decisions on problems and issues; and 
analyze segments of broader issues or problems (e.g., the impact of a change in one area on the 
entire system). 
 
Knowledge of GIS and global positioning systems GPS technologies sufficient to utilize 
geospatial equipment for field data collection and transfer of accurate data to automated systems 
and databases for analysis. Ability to read maps. 
 
Knowledge and ability to utilize various types of computer programs and software applications 
related to the forestry program sufficient to enter, maintain, and retrieve information from 
various automated systems and databases; prepare analyses, and develop reports and content for 
planning documents.  
 
Ability to recognize forest hazards then communicate and prescribe mitigation measures. 
 
Ability to communicate effectively orally and in writing in order to present information in easy 
to understand formats that increase understanding of Bureau programs, policies, and objectives. 
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Ability to analyze problems, consider several possible courses of action, and select the most 
appropriate alternative. 
 
Ability to safely operate two- and four-wheel drive vehicles and all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). 
 
Ability to use common hand tools and equipment such as chain saws, power sprayers, and GPS. 
 
Factor 2 - Supervisory Controls               FL2-3 - 275 points 

The supervisor or designated specialist outlines or discusses possible problem areas and defines 
objectives, plans, priorities, and deadlines. The supervisor or designated specialist provides 
assistance on controversial or unusual situations without clear precedents. 
 
The incumbent independently plans and carries out the assignments in conformance with 
accepted policies and practices; adheres to instructions, policies, precedents, and guidelines in 
exercising judgment to resolve commonly encountered work problems and deviations; and 
brings controversial information or unusual findings to the supervisor’s/specialist’s attention for 
direction. 
 
Completed work is reviewed for conformity with policy, technical soundness, adherence to 
deadlines, and accomplishment of objectives.  
 
Factor 3 - Guidelines                 FL3-3 - 275 points 

The incumbent uses a variety of guidelines, manuals, standard operating procedures, established 
methods, published standards, DOI and bureau polices/regulations, and standard reference 
materials; however, the guidelines are not completely applicable to the work and/or have gaps in 
specificity. The incumbent uses judgment and initiative in interpreting and adapting guidelines, 
such as agency policies, regulations, precedents, and work directions for application to specific 
situations and/or problems. The incumbent analyzes results and recommends changes.  

Factor 4 - Complexity                FL4-3 - 150 points 

The work involves performing various technical duties which include differing and unrelated 
processes and methods in completing assignments or projects. The incumbent analyzes the subject, 
phase, or issues involved in each assignment to adjust or deviate from standard work methods based 
on situations and conditions at field or work sites; and coordinates and plans phases of 
projects/assignments. The incumbent has ongoing or long-term responsibility for limited technical 
and administrative concerns in a limited program or operating function. Precedented technical and 
procedural problems encountered in planning the work, as well as those encountered in the course of 
executing assignments are independently resolved. The incumbent exercises independent judgment 
and skill to interpret and analyze considerable data, plan work, and/or refine methods and techniques 
to determine the best course of action for problem resolution. 
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Factor 5 - Scope and Effect                FL5-3 - 150 points 

The work involves applying a considerable number of conventional but established technical and 
administrative methods, procedures, practices, and solutions to a variety of conditions involving 
forestry programs and activities.  

Work results affect the efficient use, development, and protection of natural resources of public 
forest lands; the cultural and economic activities of land users and the interested public; and/or 
achieving objectives of segments of natural resource programs for the organization. 

Factors 6 - Personal Contacts and  Factor 7 - Purpose of Contacts FL2b - 75 points 

Individuals contacted include employees in the bureau, inside and outside of the immediate 
organization (e.g., personnel from higher level organizational units, or, occasionally, resource 
persons from State or local government units, or other Federal agencies). Personal contacts also 
include permittees, the general public, contractor personnel, or special users (e.g., private 
landowners, cooperators, etc.).  
 
Contacts are to provide information, receive and clarify instructions, and to report on work 
results or any problems encountered. Information may range from easily understood to highly 
technical. Contacts are also to plan and coordinate work efforts, explain pertinent laws, rules, 
regulations, contract, and lease provisions, and to monitor the activity of contractors, lease 
holders, and others. Persons contacted may have questions but are generally reasonable and 
cooperative. 
 
Factor 8 - Physical Demands               FL 8-2 - 20 points 

The work ranges from sedentary when completing duties in the office to frequent field work 
requiring a considerable amount of walking, riding, stooping, bending, and lifting. Field work 
may occasionally require the incumbent to climb ladders and trees. 

Factor 9 - Work Environment              FL9-2 - 20 points 

Office work is performed in adequately lighted, heated, and air-conditioned offices. Much of the 
time is spent in the field where exposure to extremes of heat and cold, rough terrain, insects, 
snakes, and other hazards are common. The work may occasionally require working at heights. 
The incumbent carefully adheres to all safety procedures to mitigate hazards encountered.  
 

OTHER SIGNIFICANT FACTS 

May be required to have one or more of the following certifications or other necessary 
certifications to perform the work of the position: 
Pesticide License or certification 
Chainsaw operator certification 
Logger Certification 

Total Points and Grade Conversion 

 Total Points = 1915 
Point Range = 1855-2100 
Grade = GS-9 
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